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In the first of two technical features in this issue, ‘FPS Pipeline
System: a brief historical overview’, Jonathan Ovens, Senior
Reservoir Engineer at JX Nippon E&P (UK) Ltd., provides (page 4) a
timely overview of this key piece of North Sea infrastructure.
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Oil and gas production from the North Sea
relies on existing infrastructure that, overall,
is highly reliable but rarely mentioned.
How much do you know about it?

Are there lessons to be learned as we
transition into a new era where the
fundamental value of energy will be
significantly lower?

Welcome to 2018!
At SPE Review London, we strive to provide knowledge and
information to navigate our changing, and challenging, industry.
We trust the January 2018 issue of SPE Review London will be
useful, actionable and informative.
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The second of this issue’s technical features starts on page 6, and
poses the question: Are Oil Producers Misguided? Based on a wideranging lecture given in January at SPE London by Iskander Diyashev,
it discusses the potential future of the oil industry, electric cars,
nuclear and solar energy.
Our regular features include: Meet the people ‘behind the scenes’:
The SPE Review Editorial Board (page 3), the SPE London Board
(page 9), and make sure to keep up to date with industry events
and networking opportunities, and the Job Board, all on Page 11.
Get noticed in 2018 – write an article for SPE Review London, or
volunteer to speak at future events. For more information, or to
volunteer contact Patrick Davies, SPE London BD Chair (patrick.
davies@gmail.com).
And don’t forget to check out our social media pages: Facebook,
Twitter, and Linkedin.
As always, this issue of SPE Review London offers the opportunity
to be educated, entertained and informed.

ABOUT US
The Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) is a not-for-profit professional
association whose members are engaged in energy resources, development
and production. SPE serves more than 143,000 members in 141 countries
worldwide. SPE is a key resource for technical knowledge related to the oil and
gas exploration and production industry and provides services through its global
events, publications, events, training courses and online resources at www.spe.
org, as well as local chapters such as the SPE London section.
SPE London section publishes SPE Review London an online newsletter, 10 times
a year, which is digitally sent to its 3000+ members. If you have read this issue
and would like to join the SPE and receive your own copy of SPE Review London,
as well as many other benefits – or you know a friend or colleague who would
like to join – please visit www.spe.org for an application form.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the SPE. Extracts may
be reproduced subject to a clear acknowledgement of the source.

SPE LONDON SPONSORS 2018

CONTACTS
Communications: spelondon@spemail.org
CHANGE OF ADDRESS?
Please go to: https://www.spe.org/member/access/MyAccount
The Society of Petroleum Engineers encourages open and objective discussion
of technical and professional subjects pertinent to the interests of the Society
in its publications. Society publications shall contain no judgmental remarks or
opinions as to the technical competence, personal character, or motivations of any
individual, company, or group. Any material which, in the publisher's opinion, does
not meet the standards for objectivity, pertinence, and professional tone will be
returned to the contributor with a request for revision before publication.
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Behind the Scenes:
SPE Review Editorial Board
• Ph.D in Physics at Cambridge University.
• Joined Shell in 1986. Reservoir Engineer – hydraulic fracturing, pressure transient analysis and
reservoir simulation.
• 1997 - 2012: independent consultant covering the North Sea, North Africa and the Middle East.
• Experience ranges from Exploration and Development planning through to Reserves Evaluation.
• 2013: Senior Reservoir Engineer at JX Nippon E&P (UK) Ltd.
• 2009 and 2015 served with SPE Europec Technical Committee.
• Member of the SPE London Board.
Jonathan Ovens
Chief Editor

• Petroleum Engineer with 10 years

prior experience with Chevron
Corporation, Origin and Santos.
• Petroleum Engineering degree from
the University of Adelaide, Australia.
• Specialising in Well Test Analysis, Data
Josh Beinke
Room evaluation and numerous well
Editor
site Production Engineering roles.
• After spending the majority of his career in Australia,
recently broadened his horizons to include European and
African assets.
• Currently, Production Engineer with Vermilion Energy.
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• Editor and business writer, with 15+ years
experience in North America and the UK.
• Editor for several trade and consumer
magazines (print and/online).
• Provides industry-related case studies,
Ffion Llwyd-Jones and detailed, research-driven B2B
Designer
reports and technical white papers.
• Accomplished photographer, and videographer.
• Educated in Canada, and in the UK.
• Fluent in Welsh and English.
• BA (Hons) from The Open University.
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FPS Pipeline System:
a brief historical overview
Readers will no doubt have noticed the shutdown of the Forties Pipeline System
Jonathan Ovens
in December 2017 (as reported in the Financial Times1), and the subsequent
restart, with the loss of approximately 400 000 bbls/day of production from many North Sea
fields. Here at SPE Review, we thought it would be useful to provide a historical overview of this
key piece of infrastructure.

Background
The Forties Pipeline System (FPS) is one of the older pieces of infrastructure in the UK North Sea, built in the 1970’s to
allow export of oil from the Forties field. The Forties field was developed and operated by BP between 1976 and 2003
when it was acquired by Apache and the FPS Pipeline system was sold to Ineos in 2017.
The Forties oil field was discovered by BP in October 19702.
The field lies some 110 miles NE of Aberdeen in 350 ft of
water with the Reservoir lying in the Paleocene Forties sandstone. Four appraisal wells were drilled between 1970 and
1972, which revealed a large reservoir with estimated inplace volume of 4200 MMbbls. First oil from Forties was in
September 1975, with infrastructure including five platforms and a
32-inch pipeline that ran from the field to landfall at Cruden Bay
(north of Aberdeen), and then running south to be processed at
the Grangemouth refinery. Peak production from the field was 500
kbopd in 1978.
FPS pipeline and associated North Sea fields that
produce via FPS and onshore route

In 2003, BP sold the field to Apache and the field continues to produce
to this day, with recent production rate of 35,000 kbopd3.

In the early 1990’s, BP expanded the FPS system to take third party production.
The original FPS was replaced by a new 36-inch pipeline, installation of the Forties
Unity Riser platform, additional pumping stations, additional processing at Kinneil,
additional storage at Delmeny and an additional crude loading jetty at Hound Point.
As a result, a number of major Central North Sea developments from a number of
Operators have produced via FPS, including Buzzard, Brae area, Scott Telford, the
ETAP fields, Kittiwake and Andrew area fields.

Other Pipeline Systems
The UKCS, being a mature producing area, has many other pipelines that transport oil and gas onshore. For instance, in the Central North Sea there is the CATS
FPS Unity tie-in platform
pipeline system that allows many gas fields to export to Teeside. CATS is a 250 mile,
36in pipeline that allows up to 1.7 Bcf of natural gas to be transported each day. New developments in the Central North
Sea can tie into the CATS pipeline at various tie-in points and gas is then transported onshore in dense phase. Gas is then
treated to reduce H2S and mercury content to meet the required National Transport System specifications. Historically,
like FPS, CATS has enjoyed a very high uptime, although the unusual can happen. For instance, in 2007 the pipeline was
briefly shut down to allow inspection after the pipe’s concrete cladding had been damaged by a ship dragging its anchor4.

Conclusion
Oil and gas production from the North Sea relies on existing infrastructure that, overall, is highly reliable but rarely
mentioned. However, occasional events can interrupt production!
1
2
3
4

4

Ineos. [Online] https://www.ineos.com/businesses/ineos-fps/news/ineos-forties-pipeline-system/
Wikipedia Reference Forties field. [Online] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forties_Oil_Field
OGA Data Centre. [Online] www.ogauthority.co.uk/data-centre/data-downloads-and-publications/production-data/
Pipelines International. Online] https://www.pipelinesinternational.com/2007/07/10/cats-shut-down/
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Roxar is a brand of Emerson, and a global software leader in the integrated workflow spanning seismic
interpretation, reservoir characterization, 3D reservoir geological modeling, reservoir simulation, history
matching and production management.

SOLUTIONS.

Reservoir Simulation Developer
The growing use of Roxar’s Tempest MORE reservoir simulator means we are
expanding the development team in Oxford UK. If you have a proven track
record in simulator development and want to make a real difference by working in a small group on a code that is used across the world please contact us.
Areas of interest include advanced well modeling, compositional simulation,
enhanced oil recovery and solver programming.
Contact Amandeep.Bedi@Emerson.com or call +44 1865 71 28 28 for more
details. For more information and application please visit Emerson Career
pages.

www.Emerson.com/Roxar
©2017 Emerson. All rights reserved.
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Are Oil Producers Misguided?
Our industry is in a new era of greater competition and must become more efficient to continue
to prosper. In a wide-ranging lecture (in January at SPE London), Iskander Diyashev discussed the
potential future of the oil industry, electric cars, nuclear and solar energy. This feature is an
overview of the original lecture; please contact Dr. Diyashev for additional clarification.

Iskander Diyashev

Only 15 years ago, ‘peak oil’ theories were quite popular and accepted by the general public. Another school of thought,
based on the concept of the resource triangle (Figure 1), stated that as technology develops and prices increase, vast
amounts of hydrocarbon resources would become commercial.

Medium-High
Quality
Low Perm
Oil

Tight gas
Sands

Improved Technology

Increasing price

Conventional Resources
Small volumes easy to
develop

Oil and gas prices did increase, and this led to the unconventional
oil and gas revolution. Recent analysis of resource potential based
on technical data (Figure 2) collected for North American basins1
showed that we may think of hydrocarbon resources as being
essentially infinite for practical purposes.

The cost of the resource development, as expressed by the
production activation index (the CapEx required to create a
Gas Hydrates
Oil Shale
production stream of 1 stb/day – Figure 3) increased over the
decade from about 1000-10,000 USD/bopd for conventional oil,
to 15,000 USD /bopd and more in some cases. To remain
Figure 1: Simplified Oil and Gas Resource Triangle competitive with other energy sources, the upper limit would be
20,000 USD/STB/D.
Unconventional Resources
Large volumes hard to
develop

Gas Shales

Heavy Oil

Coalbed
Methane

Unconventional OGIP (Tcfe)

Maintaining production levels with unconventional resources
requires continuous drilling. The rapid rate of unconventional
well decline roughly translates to a three-fold increase in the
cost of generating a unit of energy, compared to conventional
wells. At this order of magnitude of energy cost, other sources of
energy and combinations of technologies become competitive
with conventional fossil fuel based energy and transportation.
Three quarters of all the oil that we produce is used for three
purposes: ground transportation, heating and electricity
generation, and jet fuel.
Figure 2: Estimated in place resources, worldwide
From: A new Global Unconventional Natural Gas Resource Assesment, Z Don, PhD Thesis, Texas A&M, 2012
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This lecture discussed competitive technologies, their technical
limitations, their progress in application and market penetration
trends; these competitive technologies are electric automobiles,
solar power, and nuclear energy.

Figure 3: Well production activation index related
to the cost of power

Electric Cars
The high-energy density of gasoline made conventional
internal combustion engine cars prevalent at the turn of the 20th
century. Today, the improving energy efficiency of electric cars and
improvements in battery technology are making electric vehicles
competitive. A critical point will come when 28 million electric
cars are in use, at which point 2.5% of the total car fleet will have
turned electric. This represents a threshold following which rapid
growth in electric cars can be projected to take place, which in
terms of oil demand would reduce the demand for crude oil by
two million barrels per day.

Solar Energy
About three quarters of worldwide natural gas demand is used for the generation of electricity; this underlines the
importance of electricity generation for sustaining the demand for natural gas. The world is currently using about
1

A New Global Unconventional Natural Gas Resource Assessment, Ph.D Thesis, Z Dong, Texas A&M (2012)
Continued on page 7
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Are Oil Producers Misguided?... cont’d
16-17 terawatts of power. We can predict population growth,
and power consumption growth for different countries, and,
from this, predict that by 2050 approximately 70% more power
is likely to be needed. Therefore, by 2050 at least 30 terawatts
of power generation will be necessary in order for world
development and effective functioning to continue. Solar
energy provides 100 thousand terawatts of power – that is totally
not even 1%, but 0.1%, and the problem will be fully resolved.
So what has been the restriction to producing more solar
power? Historically, the cost of solar energy, which is now
falling rapidly. The red and yellow regions on Figure 4
illustrate areas that receive large amounts of solar energy; these
areas coincide well with regions where high growth in energy
Figure 4: Solar Radiation distribution
demand is projected. In Europe, the United States and Canada,
the absence of growth in power consumption coincides with a decrease in power consumption per capita, and so power
consumption is stabilising. Even so, in those regions it is quite possible that solar electricity will play a major role in the future.
Nuclear
Nuclear power consumption is considerable and amounts to about 8% of worldwide energy demand, and even higher in
places such as France (25%). While this technology plays a significant contribution to the energy balance, it can require
considerable investment from the state and thus the taxpayer.
So what is the problem? Why does this problem exist in the nuclear power industry? The main aspect is safety. The
significant levels of safety required for a nuclear plant result in construction periods that can extend as long as 10, 15, 20
or even 40 years. As a result, large capitals are frozen for a long time.
Additionally, there have been 440 nuclear reactors constructed in the world, nine of which have melted to some extent,
through either large-scale catastrophes (Fukushima, Chernobyl), or relatively manageable catastrophes that did not cause
such great damage. This represents 2% of nuclear reactors that have encountered some level of meltdown. One could
extrapolate this to yield that if we add 15 more terawatts of power to meet projected 2040 energy demand, and if this
2% of the 15,000 that would be required had similar meltdowns, this would represent a huge danger to the world. There
would also be an associated increase in the number of nuclear physicists capable of weaponising this technology. These
risks, as well as the enormous amount of money potentially required, may not auger well for nuclear energy filling the
energy demand gap.
Lessons for the oil industry
• Firstly (and remember this magic figure) 20 thousand dollars for production flow of barrels per day. Any funding,
any projects which don’t meet this metric, risk unfavourable comparison with other energy sources.
• Secondly, continuing to improve the efficiency of drilling and producing is paramount.
• Finally and most significantly, the industry must focus on increasing oil and gas extraction from already exploited
fields. Projects with large capital investment, such as the Arctic shelf, or access to new regions, are becoming
increasingly less cost-effective as we transition out of the era of high prices, and into a new era where the
fundamental value of energy will be significantly lower.

Iskander Diyashev is an instructor with Petroskills, since 2008. The PetroSkills Alliance is a training organization for the
30-member companies representing more than 40% of the world’s oil production. He has taught numerous classes in
fundamentals of petroleum, reservoir, and production engineering. The advanced level classes that Dr. Diyashev has
instructed include oil and gas reserves evaluation, well-test design and analysis, and gas reservoir management. Prior
to his current job with Petroskills, Dr. Diyashev worked in various engineering and leadership roles for S.A. Holditch and
Associates, Schlumberger, Sibneft, Geo-Alliance and NRK-Technology.
He served on the SPE International board of directors in 2006-2008, and participated in various SPE technical and
organizing committees for SPE conferences. Iskander holds a Ph.D degree in Petroleum Engineering from Texas A&M
University (1998), and BSc and MSc degrees in Physics (Molecular and Chemical Physics) from the Moscow Institute of
Physics and Technology.
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London Section evening
meeting on 30 January,2018
Lectures on Imperial College’s ground-breaking research into dynamic fluid connectivity;
and well and reservoir optimization using acoustic sensing (SPE Distinguished Lecturer).
We would like to invite you and your colleagues to the January London Section evening meeting for lectures on
Imperial College’s ground-breaking research into dynamic fluid connectivity; and well and reservoir optimization
using acoustic sensing (SPE Distinguished Lecturer).
This event will be held at Imperial College; Royal School of Mines, Prince Consort Road, London, SW7 2BP.
The Royal School of Mines is about 15 minutes’ walk from South Kensington tube station via Exhibition Road and
Prince Consort Road.
You may know that SPE London supports the SPE Young Professionals; we wish now to ask our senior members
what we might do to enhance the benefits of their membership. Please let me know if you have any suggestions by
emailing me at tim.lines@oilfieldinternational.com
Please, read more about the agenda, the talk content, and the booking information below.
Regards
Tim Lines
SPE London Section - Programme Chairman
Email: tim.lines@oilfieldinternational.com
AGENDA
5.00 pm – 6.30 pm

6.30 pm - 7.15 pm
7.15 pm – 8.45 pm

Talk1: Dynamic fluid connectivity during steady-state
multiphase flow in a sandstone. Dr. C Reynolds & Dr. S
Jackson, Imperial College.
DRINKS AND NETWORKING BUFFET
Talk2: Illuminating insights into well and reservoir optimisation using fibre-optic Distributed Acoustic Sensing. David Hill, Distinguished Lecturer and co-founder
and Chief Technology Officer at Sintela Systems.

Venue: The event will be held at the Department of Earth Science and Engineering, Imperial College London
Map available here.
Directions: Please note the main entrance to the Department is via the Royal School of Mines Building on Prince
Consort Road, between 10 and 12 on the campus map.
Booking: All booking must be paid in advance and online please
Book via Eventbrite.
Email: katespe@aol.com
Cost £34 for SPE/PESGB/EI members, £44 non-members, £19 unemployed members. Non refundable
£5for students booking by Friday January 25 ( £19 after ) All tickets have an additional Eventbrite fee.
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Meet the SPE London Board
SPE is a non-profit professional society with 164,000 members in 143 countries.
SPE London Section, with average 2000 members and seven associated student chapters,
is an active section with an aim to connect, engage and promote exchange of knowledge
within London energy community of technical and commercial professionals. The SPE
London Board is the policy-making and governing body consisting of volunteers who devote
their time to oversee many of SPE London’s administrative and operating responsibilities.

Carolina Coll
Chair

Richa
Chair Elect

Miles Cudmore
Past Chair

Secretary/Comms Co-chair

Olga Bradulina

Cleone Butler
Treasurer

Maxim Kotenev
Comms Co-Chair

Tim Lines
Programme Chair

Adrian Southworth
Sponsorship

Adam Borushek
Cont. Education Co-chair

Patrick Davies
Cont. Education Co-Chair

Isabel Asenjo
Women in Energy Chair

Kanad Kulkarni,
Student Chapters Liaison

Abrar Pewekar
Young Professional Chair

Jonathan Ovens
Director, Editor SPE Review

Anthony Perry
Director

Arnaud Mille
Long Term Planning

Alain Gringarten
Director
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Calling all young professionals
in the petroleum industry!
The SPE Young Professionals London Section, Expro and Petrophase are proud
to invite you to the PVT Knowledge Day
The event will provide an invaluable opportunity to gain professional insight into the world of fluid analysis from
some of the industry's leading experts in the field, combined with a rare opportunity to tour a working Fluid
Analysis Centre (FAC) laboratory.
The event will start with a presentation on Analysis Techniques by Expro’s expert Neil Winkworth. This will be
followed by a laboratory visit at Expro’s Fluid Analysis Centre (FAC), providing the attendees an opportunity to see
how PVT experiments are carried out.
In the afternoon, Brian Moffatt, Managing Director of PetroPhase will give a presentation on the importance of QC
the sampling data and how to identify the most representative aspects of reservoir fluid. The presentation will be
illustrated with case studies, explaining how to avoid data misinterpretation and how to plan and use PVT lab data
in context. Essential learning for the young petroleum engineer!
There will be a panel answer session towards the end of the event. With technical specialists on hand throughout
the day to answer your burning fluid questions, we are sure this event will be as popular as ever - sign up quickly to
avoid disappointment!
(PLEASE ONLY BOOK IF YOU ARE 100% CERTAIN YOU WILL ATTEND THE EVENT)
AGENDA
9.00 - 9.25
9.25 - 9.30
9.30 - 10.30
10.30 - 10.45
10.45 - 12.15
12.15 - 13.30
13.30 - 14.30
14.30 - 15.00

Registration at the Crown Plaza Reading
Welcome and Introduction
Overview of Analysis Techniques (Neil Winkworth)
Coffee
FAC Laboratory Tour
Lunch Break
Petrophase Presentation (Brian Moffatt)
Questions and Farewell

When: Wednesday, 31st January 2018
Where: Crowne Plaza Reading, Caversham Bridge, Richfield Avenue, Reading, Berkshire RG1 8BD and Expro North
Sea Ltd, Fluid Analysis Centre (FAC), 2-4 Cremyll Rd, Reading, RG1 8NQ.
(Walking distance between the two locations)
Who should attend: Young Professionals Engineers, researchers, geoscientists and students interested in learning
more about PVT lab experiments and application of reports.
This event is for SPE members ONLY
How to book a place: Please register via this Eventbrite link. Only book if you are 100% sure of your attendance.
There will be a £10 non-refundable fee.
Cancellation policy: Full refunds up to 7 days prior to the event.
For all other inquiries please contact: speyplondon@gmail.com
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EVENTS: Upcoming events 2018
30 January 2018 (London, UK)
SPE London Evening Programme meeting
Lectures on Imperial College’s ground-breaking research into dynamic fluid connectivity; and well and
reservoir optimization using acoustic sensing (SPE Distinguished Lecturer). Talk1: Dynamic fluid connectivity
during steady-state multiphase flow in a sandstone. Dr. C Reynolds & Dr. S Jackson, Imperial College. Talk2:
Illuminating insights into well and reservoir optimisation using fibre-optic Distributed Acoustic Sensing.
David Hill, Distinguished Lecturer and co-founder and Chief Technology Officer at Sintela Systems.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2rb42fL
Includes a Live Event on 13 February 2018 (Webinar)
Completion Engineering: Maximizing Business Value through Multi-Discipline Integration
The Completion Engineer integrates the requirements of a number of other disciplines (Reservoir, Drilling,
Production, etc) to maximize the value of a hydrocarbon resource. This almost always requires evaluating
competing and conflicting factors to determine the ‘best’ option for a particular problem. This talk will
demonstrate a decision making process that allows the stakeholders to compare various options in a fair
and robust way. Two real onshore or offshore examples will be reviewed depending on SPE chapter interest.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2EMINTD
20 February 2018 (London, UK)
International Petroleum Week 2018
International Petroleum (IP) Week, hosted by the Energy Institute (EI) is a renowned and highly respected
event where leaders from the global oil and gas industry share their wealth of knowledge and experience
with fellow experts over three days of conferences, seminars, roundtables and social events.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2Bcgs81
27 February 2018 (Aberdeen, Scotland)
SPE International North Sea Symposium
Decommissioning: This stream of the symposium will consider how the decommissioning process is
considered during the development of operational safety cases, how the decommissioning process is
assessed, and how the ongoing decommissioning safety process is managed.
HSE in a new business reality: HSE in a New Business Reality will look at how the industry can be
transformed by us, by collaborating to develop smarter, leaner and safer ways to deliver greater
productivity. We will also discuss what we can control, technology and solutions for bringing energy to the
world in a safe and efficient manner.
For more information, and to register: http://bit.ly/2mSCMQZ
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Society of Petroleum Engineers
Guide to Membership

Career-Enhancing. Conferences.
Workshops. Forums. Certification.
Training courses. Webinars.
Technical papers. Global online
networking. Journal of Petroleum
Technology® magazine. Benefits.

Access to our vast collection of technical resources is
just one of many benefits of membership.
Join the Society of Petroleum Engineers, a not-for-profit professional association
that serves a growing worldwide membership in the E&P industry. SPE is a key
resource for technical knowledge providing publications, events, training courses,
and online resources.
To learn more and become a member, visit www.spe.org/join.

Join SPE. Stay relevant.

